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The present pair of volumes succeeds, without superseding, 'T11c Can1bri1(Qe
History cf Later Medie1Jal Philosophy, published in 1982 by Norman Krctzmann,
Anthony Kenny, Jan Pinborg, and Eleonore Stump. It is a considerable privilege
to edit the successor to Krctzmann et a/ii, for that volume distils the work of
a brilliant generation of scholars without whom our own scholarly careers
would be almost inconceivable. These volumes arc entirely new, but we expect
their predecessor will remain valuable for many years to come, especially for its
detailed treatment of medieval theories oflogic and the philosophy oflanguagc.
The present volumes differ most notably from their predecessor in three ways:
first, their scope extends not just to Christian but also to Islamic and Jewish
thought; second, they cover not only the later Middle Ages but also earlier
centuries; third, they addresse in some detail the entire spectrum of medieval
thought, including philosophical theology.
Each chapter in these volumes stands on its own, but there are numerous points of contact between chapters, and we have liberally supplied crossreferences. One could thus in principle begin reading anywhere and eventually,
by lcJllowing these links, make one's way through the whole. Readers will
also want to consult the biographies of medieval authors, in Appendix C, for
extensive inftlrmation on the lives and work of the figures discussed in the
chapters.
It would be difficult to exaggerate the challenge posed by editing this disparate
material, and we arc all too conscious of our limitations in this regard. Our
primary debt of gratitude is, of course, to our international team of contributors,
who generously set aside their own projects to work on this collaborative
venture, submitted their chapters in an unusually timely fashion, and then
responded graciously to the complex process of editing. We are also grateful to
Hilary Gaskin at Cambridge University Press for her support of this venture.
Christina Van Dyke's work 011 these volumes was underwritten in part by a
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THE SOUL'S FACULTIES
DAG NIKOLAUS HASSE

Most medieval thinkers assume that the human soul has several faculties or
powers: basic faculties such as digestion or growth, more elaborate faculties
such as movement, vision, or imagination, and the characteristically human
faculties of will and intellect. This was the rnainstream position, but it was not
left unquestioned in the later Middle Ages and in early modern philosophy.
Several nominalists, for instance, argue that the powers of the soul are nothing
but different names for the soul itself, as it is active in different ways. Later,
in the seventeenth century, mechanistic philosophers such as Rene Descartes
claim that there is no real distinction between power and act, nor between soul
and powers. Descartes reserves the term 'soul' for the mind, and so reduces
the number of powers drastically; he claims that all lower powers, such as sense
perception or imagination, are equivalent either to the mind or certain powers
of the body. Even Thomistic authors of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
who usually defend the theory of the faculties, at times question the traditional
set of faculties and reduce their number. hancisco Suarez, for example, holds
that common sense, imagination, estimation, and memory are in fact one power,
because all these functions can be attributed to one faculty.'
Nevertheless, in spite of the criticisms voiced by nominalist and early modern
philosophers, medieval faculty psychology itself was well supported by arguments that have their origin in Greek philosophy. In the Rcpublir, for example,
Plato proposes a threefold division of the soul into reason, spirit, and desire. He
bases this theory on the fact that there are conflicts in the soul: we may desire
an object and at the same time reject it, as when we desire to drink something
but reject it because we think it is bad for us. This can be explained, he believes,

1

John Bmidan, Q1111csr. de 11ni111,1 11.4, ed. Sobol; Rene Descartes, 'Ji-air(, de /'ho11nnc (ed. Adam and
T'anncry, XI: 201-2); Francisco SuJrcz, Co11111u'11faria in J)c a11i11w 8.1-2. Sec J)cnnis Des Chene,
Lijl'', Fonn: L111c Arisfoteli1111 Cont<'ptions of' rlw Soul (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000)
pp. 143-"5 l.
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only by assuming that the soul has distinct parts that can come into conflict
with each other (43 .'i e--43 9d).
Aristotle is the true founding figure of faculty theory. In the J)c 1111i11rn, he
distinguishes many different powers of the soul. Unlike Plato, however, he rarely
calls them "parts" of the soul, and his principal argument for the existence of
such powers is different from Plato's. Not only arc the soul's powers clearly
distinct logically, he says, but we also observe that they are distributed variously
in nature. They, in fact, form a hierarchy: the lowest plants have only one or
two powers, whereas the more complex animals already have a foller set, and
the highest animal - the human being - has the fullest set, including thinking
and deliberation in addition to the powers of the lower animals. The soul is
both the principle of these powers and ddined by them (J)c 1111111111 I l.2-3).
The Greek medical tradition reinforced the trend of distinguishing faculties
of the soul by localizing some of them in different parts of the brain. 2 Galen,
for instance, argued that physical damage to the brain often docs not affect
the entire soul, but only one or two fimctions, such as phantasy or memory,
while the others remain intact. Nemcsius of Emcsa, in his De 1111t11m homi11is an influential treatise in Greek, Arabic, and Latin culture
assigned various
internal powers of the soul to the diflercnt ventricles of the brain (eh. 13).
The high point of medieval faculty theory was classical Arabic philosophy and
later medieval Latin philosophy. In the early Middle Ages, faculty psychology
was not yet dominant among Christian authors, who were deeply influenced
by the Augustinian idea that the soul is an indivisible unity. Hence they widely
accepted that the soul and its faculties arc identical.1 When Greek and Arabic
texts on faculty psychology were translated into Latin in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, however, the discussion changes. Albert the Great is an early
witness to this change. Albert holds - against the earlier tradition - that the
soul's faculties form a unity with the soul only in the sense that soul and faculties together form a tot111n pofcstafi1;111n ("a totality of powers"). Ontologically
they are distinct. On this matter, Albert adopts Aviccnna 's thesis that the organic
and non-organic faculties emanate from one substance, the soul, which exists
independently of both its actions and its body.·1
Aviccnna is the single most influential source (apart from Aristotle) for
medieval faculty theory, in both the Arabic and the Latin world. He strongly

influenced the general principles of medieval faculty psychology and its detailed
treatmrnt of individual faculties. 5 Thus, this chapter will present his system of
faculties first, before turning to disputed issues.

306

AVICENNA'S THEORY OF THE !'ACUITIES

Avicenna bases his distinction between the faculties on systematic criteria and
on observational evidence. His basic principle is that "each faculty - insofar as
it is a faculty - is such because from it originates a primary action that belongs
to it" (De a11h1111 jS/11/11'] V7, ed. Rahman, p. 252; Van Rict, pp. 157-8). A
faculty is identifiable by being the cause of an action that it does not share
with any other faculty. Hence, the faculty of vision is identified by its primary
action, perceiving color, although it also has many secondary actions, such as
the perception ofblack or white. Purthermore, the faculties, Avicenna says, may
impede and distract each other from their proper actions (ibid.). 'This echoes
Plato's argument that conflicts in the soul point to the existence of the soul's
parts. Aviccnna adduces observational evidence to justify the differentiation
between powers: unripe fruits possess the nutritive but not the reproductive
faculty; decrepit animals possess the nutritive faculty, but they lack that of
growth. 6 Avicenna thus adopts the Aristotelian principle that the faculties form
a hierarchy and exist independently of each other in nature.
Avicenna's hierarchy of faculties begins with a set that is characteristic of plants
but that also exists in animals and human beings - namely, nutrition, growth, and
reproduction. ·rhese faculties are served by the so-called "subservient faculties"
of attraction, retention, digestion, and excretion, which are often discussed in
medical texts and which are concerned with the nourishment pertaining to the
bodily organs: they attract it, keep it, digest it, and finally remove it.7
The animal faculties are generally divided into motive and perceptive faculties.
Avicenna distinguishes between two kinds of motive faculties: those that give
the impulse and order to move, such as desire and anger, and the faculty that
pcrf<.wms the movement, a power distributed in the nerves and muscles, which
prompts the muscles and ligaments to contract and extend. Like the majority of
ancient and medieval authors, Avicenna holds that there arc five external senses:

.'i

J

·I

Sec :liso Plato, Ti11wcus, 69c--73d, where the three p:1rts of the soul ;1rc located in brain, heart, and
liver.
Sec l'ius Kiinzlc, Das J/r,,.t,;;/111is de/' Seele ~-11 ihl'e11 Pote11~n,: l'ro/,/crn.~<'schid,1/irhe I l11tel'.rnri(l(11.~,,11 <'OIi
/l11,i~llsfi11 his und 1J1il 'J'/10111lls l'OII /lq11i11 (Fribourg: Univcrsitiitsvcrbg, 19:;<>).
.
Albc/'t the Crcat. S('I(/. i.3 .34c; Avicenna, /)e 11111111<1 (Sl,ifi') V.1 (ed. Rah,n,rn, p. 208; Vu, R,et,
p. Ro).

1
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7

This influence continues j11 dw Renaissance; sec Katharine Park, "The ()rgauic Soul/' in C. Schmitt
et 11/. (eds.) '/he C:11111/,l'i!/(e 1-/istory o( R.e1111iss,111r<' l'hilosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1988) 4.<,4.---8,f, especially the table 011 p. 466. which prese11ts a division of faculties typical for
Rc11aissance philosophical textbooks.
Avicenm, l'sychoi,i(l' (N,1j,1t), tr. l<..ahman, p. 24.
Avicrnm, De ,1111111<1 (Shifa') i.5, ed. Rahman, p. 51; Van Ricr, p. 101; l'sycholc~~)' (N11j,it), p. 37;
Cr111011, J.1./i.3 (ed. 1877, p. 68; Latin tr. 23vb).
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sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. He also mentions, without adopting it,
the position that there are eight external senses, on the grounds that touch is a
genus of four distinct faculties discerning hot and cold, dry and moist, hard and
sofr, rough and smooth respectively. 8
ln addition to these, Avice1ma ascribes to animals and human beings
five so-called "internal senses" (a/-(zawiiss al-biifina; sensus intcriorcs): common
sense, imagination, the cogitative/imaginative faculty, estimation, and memoryY
Although the term 'internal senses' was coined in Arabic philosophy and popularized in the Arabic and Latin worlds through the work of Avicenna, the ultimate source of the doctrine is Aristotle's discussion of the soul's higher perceptual activities (De mzinza I II. 1-3; ParIJa natumlia). Aristotle observed, for instance,
that we perceive ourselves perceiving, that we distinguish between sense data
from different senses (such as sweet and white), that images remain in the
soul after the object has disappeared, and that post-sensory images (he calls
them phantasn1ata) play a major role in memory, dreams, sensory illusions, and
the choice of actions, especially among animals. Avicenna draws on Aristotle, the
anonymous Arabic On sense and se11sil>ilia, and other Gracco-Arabic material, and
in his hands the various doctrines concerning the internal senses develop into a
systematic and comprehensive theory - an achievement that counts among the
most original contributions of medieval faculty theory.
Aviccnna's distinction between the five internal senses is based on two particularly influential principles. hrst, the faculties differ in that some of them rcccil1c
sensory forms, whereas others prescr1Je them. Second, some faculties perceive the
"form" (,111ra,.Jimna) of the sensed thing- that is, they deal with data transmitted
to them by the cxtenial senses, such as the shape and color of the wolf. Other
faculties perceive so-called "intentions" (ma 'an,, intentioncs) - that is, attributes
of objects that have a com1otation for the perceiver that the external senses
cannot perceive, such as hostility or friendliness (De anima \Shi[a'J I.5). These
principles, which were subsequently adopted by Thomas Aquinas and others

(S11111111a tlzcol. 1 a 78.4c), allow Avicenna to distinguish systematically between
the internal senses.
The common sense is located in the front of the brain's front vcntriclc. lt
is the place where all sensory forms are received and where such judgrnents
arc formed as that this moving thing is black. This, rather than the external
faculties, is the power that truly senses, inasmuch as it is the ccnter of the
senses. The faculty of imagination, the second internal sense, is the storage
place of the sensory forms; it docs not perceive, but retains. It is located in
the rear part of the front ventricle of the brain. The third faculty is called
the "imaginative faculty" in non-rational animals and the "cogitative faculty"
in human beings. In contrast to all other internal senses, it neither receives
nor preserves forms, but acts upon them, combining and separating forms and
intentions. This faculty, which resides in the middle ventricle, is responsible
for the production of unreal images; its existence explains the hallucinations of
mad, sick, or dreaming people. The cogitative faculty has a further important
function in human thought: whereas the intellect is able to think in terms of
universal concepts, the cogitative faculty combines particular concepts and thus
aids the intellect. 10 The fourth internal sense is estimation (wahm, aestimatio),
located in the rear part of the middle ventricle: it perceives intentions and forms
judgments on their basis, such as the sheep's judgrnent that this wolf is to be
fled. Memory, the last internal sense, is mainly responsible for the storage of
intentions; it resides in the rear ventricle of the brain.
The number of internal senses becomes a matter of dispute in later medieval
philosophy, since, unlike Avicenna, Averroes and Aquinas recognize only four
internal senses (common sense, imagination, cogitative faculty, and memory):
Averroes rejects the concept of an estimative faculty, whereas Aquinas makes
estimation the animal counterpart to the human cogitative faculty, as will be
apparent below. 11
Avicenna further distinguishes two non-organic faculties: the practical intellect, whose main function is to govern the bodily faculties, and the theoretical
intellect, which is concerned with grasping universal forms. A well-known
doctrine of Avicenna's is his distinction between four theoretical intellects;
in some places he calls them "powers," but in his most detailed descriptions
it is obvious that the four intellects arc four different relations (nisa/i) of the
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they assign one faculty to each of the three ventricles of the brain and do not distinguish between
com111on sense and imagination (anterior ventricle), nor between the imaginative/cogitative faculty
and cstim,1tion (middle ventricle). This is because they arc concerned only with the possible areas

of injury. In the

Ca11011,

Aviccnna also n1cntions a discussion among philosophers about ,vhcthcr

memory and recollection might in fact be two faculties (Aviccnna, C1111011, I. 1.6.5 jcd. 1 877, pp. 71 ·2, Latin tr. f. 24v-25rl). ·rhc fivefold distinction of internal senses is not yet established in Avicenna's
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principles, which were subsequently adopted by Thomas Aquinas and others
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theoretical faculty to its intelligible objects. They arc therefore not faculties of
the soul, but diff<.'.rcnt states of the same intellect that represent different levels
of actualization and of intellectual development (sec also Chapter 23). 12

THE ORGAN AND MEl)]UM OF TOUCll

A question of great disagreement in faculty psychology up to the sixteenth
century concerned the faculty of touch. The discussion was sparked by the fact
that Aristotelian and Arabic theories of touch were based on different epochs
of medicine, inasmuch as Aristotle did not yet know about nerves. (These were
first distinguished from veins and arteries by physicians in Alexandria, who had
carried out dissections in the third century BCE.) Aristotle had maintained
that the organ of touch lies within the body, close to the heart, and that
although we do not usually recognize a medium of touch, there exists one
within us, our flesh (De anima II. 11 ). In contrast, Aviccnna and other Arabic
philosophers, attempting to make Peripatetic philosophy compatible with the
medical knowledge of their time, held that the organ of touch is the collection
of nerves distributed throughout the body's flesh and skin, and that there is
no medium at all. The arguments of the Arabic authors are partly anatomical,
partly philosophical: if flesh is not accompanied by nerves, it does not have the
sense of touch; there is touch not only in flesh, but also in bones and teeth;
finally, objects of touch are dangerous or conducive to the life of the animal,
which is why the entire body is the organ of touch and why the objects arc in
direct contact with the organ. 13
Subsequent medieval philosophers were thus offered two rival theories.
Among the scholastics, there were many who avoided the problem (or perhaps did not sec it) and who simply quoted one of the two positions. Others
argued for one side against the other, or else proposed a compromise, as did, for
example, John 13lund and the S111nnu1Ji'11tris A/cxandri. 14 In this discussion, Albert
the Great stands out because he changed his mind on the issue. In his early De
ho111i11e, he distinguishes between an ontological and an epistemological meaning
of'touch.' In the first sense, touch is what makes an animal soul an animal soul it is its perfection; in the second sense, it is a faculty and a part of the soul (De
ho111ine 33. I led. Cologne, XXVII.2: 246bl). When considered ontologically, as
12
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Aviccnna, De ""i,1111 (S/11'/ii') l.5 (ed. Rahman, pp. 4.5-50; Van Rict, pp. 90-99); l\)'rhol,i~l' (No/111)
(tr. Rahman, pp. 32-5); sec Dag Nikolaus Hasse, 1!J,frc1111i1\ De 1111111111i111/1e Loti11 J,Jfi>st: '1Jie l'on11<1fio11
of'o J'en'p"tefir l'l,i/osofih)' o(tl,e Soul 1160-1300 (London: Warburg Institute, 2000) pp. 177-83.
Aviccnna, De (//1//11(/ (Shi/ii') ll.3; Albert the (;reat, De "11i11111 ll.3.34.
Blund, 'Jh100111s de 11111111,1 XVI, ed. Callus and 1-Junt pp. 58, 60; Alexander of Hales et 11/., S1m111111
rhcoloyim II, pars I, IV 1.2.2.1. Sec Hasse, Avicc1111a\ J)c a11i111a, pp. 98-~10<>.
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a JH'1f1'cfio, the organ of touch is the entire body (in particular, nerves, flesh, and
skin), and there is no medium. When considered epistemologically, however,
as a pole111ia, flesh and skin arc the first recipients of an impression from outside,
which is then passed on to the nerve - this is a faint echo of Aristotle's original
theory that flesh is the mcdiurn (ibid., 33.3 J252b-254al). This - Albert's early
position ·- can be reconciled with the Arabic and medical tradition, but not
with Aristotle. Hence, he has to counter Aristotle's principal argument for the
existence of a medium, which is that without a medium the organ would be in
direct contact with the object, with the result that perception would not occur
(De an. II.11, 423b20-1). It is a fundamental principle for Aristotle that all
perception is perception of form, not of matter, and hence that a direct contact
between organ and material object does not result in perception. Albert's answer
is that only the nerves of the brain require a medium; the nerves distributed
through the rest of the body arc able to be affected directly and in a very subtle
way by the object. In this respect, then, touch differs from the other senses
(De hornine 33.3, p. 253b). However, in his later De anima, Albert changes his
mind: "Wishing both to save the truth and to give reverence to the father of the
philosophers, Aristotle, we say that flesh is the medium of touch" (Il.3.34, ed.
Cologne, VII. I: 147a), Albert is aware that he has to reconcile this position with
medical theory, and therefi)rc he adds the qualification that teeth and nerves are
"flesh-like" insofar as they have the same complexion as flesh. Albert's change of
mind testifies to two developments in the second half of the thirteenth century:
the growing authority of Aristotle, and the growing tendency to sacrifice the
physiological part of faculty theory if it appears in conflict with philosophical
teaching. 1 '
In later medieval faculty theory, several attempts were made to reconcile
Aristotle's theory of touch with later theories. One solution was to save Aristotle's view that the organ lies close to the heart by distinguishing between a
primary organ of touch, the heart, and a secondary organ, the nerve. 16 Another
strategy was to acknowledge the empirical incompleteness of Aristotle's theory
and explain it in terms of the developing history of anatomy. Averroes first took
this approach, in commenting on Aristotle's statement that the organ of touch
lies "within" the body (423b23): "'This is in accordance with what came out
later (after Aristotle's death) through anatomy, namely that the nerves play a
part in touch and movement. 'Therefore, what Aristotle knew in theory, later

'' Sec M_arkjordan, "The Disappearance of Galen in Thirteenth-Century Philosophy ,md Theology,"
m A. Z1111111er111ann el 11/. (eds.) Mc11srh 1111d N11111r im Mi11e/11/ter (Berlin: De Cruyter, 1992) 703-17.
D. N. Hasse, "l'ietro d'Abano's 'Concili,1tor' and the Theory of the Soul in Paris," in J. A~rtsen
et,,/. (eds.) Narh tier Vi·r11rtei/1111g J/011 1277 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2001) 635-53, esp. pp. 641-5.
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was apparent through experience" (Co111111. 111a,r~1111111 de 1111i111a II. 108, p. 298).
Averrocs interprets the term "within" as referring not to something close to the
heart, but to the as yet unknown nerves below the surface of the skin. Aristotle
had "smelled" the right solution, even though "the science of dissection had
not been perfected in his time," as Peter of Abano put it in the early fourteenth century (Conciliator diff. 42, ed. 1 565, f. 64va). This historical solution
to the doctrinal problem appears in a good number of De anirna commentaries,
whereas other authors, such as Thomas Aquinas, generally avoid discussion of
physiological issues. In any event, the case of the nerves is a good indication of
the willingness of medieval authors to consider medical and empirical arguments
in the philosophy of the soul.

alterations of the air cannot bridge such a distance, but he replies that vultures
probably sec rather than smell the dead bodies, because they circle at extreme
hcights. 20
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THE TRANSMISSION OF ODORS

The question of whether odors are transmitted materially or immaterially was
discussed by many scholastic authors, from Albert the Great to Suarez. The
origin of the discussion lies in a disagreement between Avicenna and Averrocs,
which in turn goes back to ancient disputes. Plato had maintained that all odor
is vapor or mist (Tim11e11s 66e), which most likely is the position Aristotle was
targeting when he refoted the theory that odor is smoky evaporation (De scnsu
5, 443a21-b2). 17 The ancient commentary tradition paid considerable attention
to the question and introduced empirical evidence, such as that vultures smell
dead bodies in places too distant for material particles to have traveled to the
percciver. 18 In light of this ancient background, Avicenna distinguished between
three different explanations of how odors reach the organ of smell: on the first
account, small particles are issued from the odorous body and mix with the
air; on the second, the medium is changed by the odorous body; on the third,
there is transmission of effect without any change in the medium, the function
of the medium being merely to make transmission possible. 19 The first two
explanations are viable, he says, and are supported by evidence, such as that
decaying apples shrink because they issue odorous particles, which suggests an
evaporation theory. The third explanation is untenable, however, because smells
may remain in the medium after the smelling object has disappeared. Aviccnna
for
acknowledges the objection that vultures fly to distant places for prey
example, to a battlefield in a different country and th;it materi;i] particles or

A dificrent position was taken by Ibn al-Tayyib, a conternpor;iry of Avicenna,
who favors a position similar to Aviccnna's third alternative: he claims that forms
are imprinted upon the air as an immaterial (n7!1a11D impression. This must be so,
he argues, because the air receives contrary properties (as when the images of a
white and a black man are transmitted through the same region of air), whereas
the corporeal impression of contrary properties is impossiblc. 21 Averroes also
disagrees with Avicenna, without naming his opponent. He repeats the vulture
argument, extending it to bees and tigers, and he concludes that odors exist in
their medium in the same way that colors exist in the transparent medium namely, with immaterial existence (w11j17d ri1!1an1; esse .1piritualc) -- whereas they
exist materially in the odorous body. He concedes that winds have ;in imp;ict on
the transmission of odors that they do not have on colors, but he responds that
there are degrees of immateriality: col ors are more immaterial (rii(1an1; .1pirit11alis)
than odors (Co111111. 111ag11111n de a11inrn ll.97, pp. 276-8). Avcrrocs also uses the
argument from the reception of contrary qualities to argue more generally
against the material existence of sensible forms in the medium. 22
The scholastic tradition generally preferred Averroes's over Avicenn;i's theory,
and often cited the vultures' long-distance sense of smell. Albert the Great,
for instance, pointed out that the material theory in effect dispenses with a
medium altogether, inasmuch as odors hit the organ directly (De 1111. Jl.3 .25
jed. Cologne VII. 1: J 35bl). This again has the problematic consequence that
perception would result from direct contact between organ and object. On the
other hand, an immaterial theory of transmission was difficult to reconcile with
several pieces of evidence: the influence of wind, the shrinking apple, the hand
that smells after touching something odorous, the interference of odors in the
medium, and the odor's remaining in the medium after the disappearance of the
odorous body. As a solution to this problem, Aquinas, John Buridan, and others
argue that there exists evaporation, but only in the immediate vicinity of the
odorous object. The remaining distance is bridged by an immaterial rnedium,
which is affected qualitatively by the perceptible object. 2 1
20

Aviccnna, De a11i111a (Sfnfi') ll.4, ed. P.. ahrnaJJ, pp. 78-81; Van Rict, pp. 148-54.
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was apparent through experience" (Co111111. 111a,r~1111111 de 1111i111a II. 108, p. 298).
Averrocs interprets the term "within" as referring not to something close to the
heart, but to the as yet unknown nerves below the surface of the skin. Aristotle
had "smelled" the right solution, even though "the science of dissection had
not been perfected in his time," as Peter of Abano put it in the early fourteenth century (Conciliator diff. 42, ed. 1 565, f. 64va). This historical solution
to the doctrinal problem appears in a good number of De anirna commentaries,
whereas other authors, such as Thomas Aquinas, generally avoid discussion of
physiological issues. In any event, the case of the nerves is a good indication of
the willingness of medieval authors to consider medical and empirical arguments
in the philosophy of the soul.

alterations of the air cannot bridge such a distance, but he replies that vultures
probably sec rather than smell the dead bodies, because they circle at extreme
hcights. 20
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THE TRANSMISSION OF ODORS
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for
acknowledges the objection that vultures fly to distant places for prey
example, to a battlefield in a different country and th;it materi;i] particles or
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The estimative faculty was the most succcssfi.1! addition to Aristotle's faculty
theory; 2 ,i it was adopted by numerous writers in Arabic, l-lcbrew, and Latin.
Medieval Latin authors were divided over a nunibcr of issues concerning the
estimative faculty and its object, intentions, including whether estimation exists
in animals only or in human beings as \Veil; whether the intentions arc derived
from the perceived thing or from the processing of sensible forms; and, finally,
what kind ofjudgrnents arc made by estimation.
As to the first issue, Aviccnna's contention that estimation is a faculty shared
by animals and human beings was challenged by both Avcrrocs and Thomas
Aquinas. According to Avcrroes, although human beings and animals pass judgmcnts about the intention of a specific image, human beings do so through the
intellect, whereas animals employ a faculty without name, "which Avicenna
calls estimation." 25 In the J11coherencc of the Jncoherc11ce, Avcrrocs claims that the
assumption of an estimative faculty in animals can be dispensed with altogether,
since all of its fimctions arc performed by the faculty of imagination (tr. Van den
Bergh, p. 336). Non-rational animals lack the cogitative faculty ofhuman beings
(he also calls this the "discriminative faculty"), which "separates and abstracts"
individual intentions from the perceived images, for instance the intention of
this individual man and the intention of this individual horse ( Co11m1. 1nag//l1111
de m1ima Il.63, pp. 225-6).
Aquinas further develops Averroes's line, relegating the estimative faculty to
the animal realm. When animals perceive individual intentions, they arc able
to flee the harmful and pursue the useful. The estimative faculty is a faculty
of instinct directly tied to actions: intentions arc apprehended only insofar as
they arc the end or starting point of an animal's acting or being acted on.
Human beings also compare individual intentions and apprehend the individual
as existing under a common nature. In virtue of this, they cognizc this human
being as it is this human being, or this piece of wood as it is this piece of
wood. This human faculty must thus be different from the animal estimative
power, and Aquinas calls it the "cogitative power" or "particular reason." Only
human beings have this faculty, because it operates in the vicinity and under the
guidance of the intellcct. 20

'·1 Sec Deborah

L. lllack, "Estimation ( M{,/1111) in Aviccnna: The Logical ,md Psychological Dimensions," Di,d,:~11,· 32 (1993) 219-j8, and llassc, !111icc111111's De 1111i11111, pp. 127-53.
25 Averrocs, l:j,ilo111c of'P111ll11 11<//11m/i11, ed. Blumberg, p. 39; tr. Blumberg, p. 24..
6
~ In l)c <lllinw II.13, S11111ma thcol. 1a 81.3c. llobcrt Pasnau, 'J1wmas /lq11i11as 011 lli111H111 1\iat11rc
(Cambridge: Cm1bridge University Press, 2002) pp. 267-78.

'J'l,e so11/'.,farnltics
Albert the Great, and like him many other writers of the thirteenth century,
take the opposite, Avicennian standpoint. Estimation is a faculty shared by both
animals and humans. The human faculty of estimation is sometimes helped
and advised by reason to pursue this or to avoid that, but it is impossible
for estimation to understand individual intentions as falling under a common
notion. This is the work of reason. Estimation is a faculty intimately connected
to imagination, since it grasps intentions in this and that image. In fact, it is the
extension of imagination into the realm of action. 27
A second issue involving the estimative faculty concerns the ontological
st;1tus of intentions. Avicenna had maintained that "some faculties perceive the
forms of the sense-perceptible ol::ject and some perceive the intentions of the
sense-perceptible object. " 28 The form of the wolf is exemplified by its shape
and color, the intention of the wolf by its hostility. In Avicenna's theory, an
intention is not a meaning assigned by the perceiver to a perceived fcJrm, nor
something abstracted from a perceived form; it is itself an object of perception,
an immaterial thing that accompanies a particular sense-perceptible form and
that is always grasped in connection with such a form. 29
Later writers advanced conflicting theories of intentions as objects of estimation. John Blund, for instance, around the start of the thirteenth century, takes
Aviccnna's position to one extreme, claiming that intentions arc properties of
an object of the world, such as the quality of the wolf that makes the sheep
flee. What is received by estimation is not the intention - that is, the property
itself (as in Avicenna's theory) but rather an image or likeness of the intention
(Tiwtatus de a11i111a, ed. Callus and Flunt, pp. 68-71 ). This realist interpretation
of intentions was not shared by other writers. l~or Averrocs, intentions were
intentions c!f images; that is, they were not objects of perception on the same
level as images (or sensory forms), but something like the meaning that an
image has for the perceiver. Human beings arc able to separate and ab~tract the
intentions from the images. 30 Albert the Great follows Averroes 011 this point,
arguing that the estimative faculty extracts intentions from the apprehended
27
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. Spain, Scie111i11 libri de ,m/11111 (Ohms/ii. I: 319-23 led. 19411).
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form. That is, intentions arc the result of the internal processing of sensory
forms. 'They are a product of abstraction.3' In the ensuing scholastic discussions,
both languages arc adopted: that of intentions as objects of perception, as in
Aquinas (111 de ani111c1 II.13; S11111111a theol. 1a 78.4c), and that of intentions as
products of abstraction, as in John Buridan (Quacst. de aninw, ed. Patar, II.22).
A third issue concerns the content of estimative judgrnents.32 The stock
example of such a judgment, which was coined by Avicenna, is the sheep's
judgment that the wolf is harmful and to be avoided. Like many other Arabic
and Latin writers, Avicenna uses the term "judgment" in a wide sense that
also covers non-linguistic acts. On this view, human beings and animals share
several faculties that pass judgments, such as the external senses, common sense
(fi)r instance, "this moving thing is black"),-13 and estimation. The examples of
such judgments are usually described in sentences, with the consequence that
some writers, such as John Blund, were tempted to analyze animaljudgments as
consisting of several terms (termi111) - for instance, 'this wolf and 'to be fled' - in
spite of the fact that animals do not have language ('Ti'actatus de anilna, pp.68--·71).
Aquinas avoids this difficulty by distinguishing between "intellectualjudgments"
and "natural judgments." A natural judgrnent is prompted by instinct, which
is the source of uniform actions: all swallows, for instance, form the natural
judgment that nests should be made in a certain way (Quaest. de 11critate 24.1c).
In contrast, intellectual judgrnent is based upon inquiry and comparison, and is
the source of free choice.
There were authors, however, who objected to the idea of animal judgments
altogether. The background to this critique is a different notion of judgment
that excludes non-linguistic judgments. William of Ockham thus maintains that
the senses cannot judge, since judging presupposes the formation of a complex
sentence - that is, a sentence composed of several terms, which can be assented
to or dissented from. 34 Adam Wodeham shares this notion of judgment and
infers from it that animals do not truly judge; they only appear to judge and
to act like humans. The only fi)rm of cognition animals have is the noncomplex, simple apprehension of something harmful or beneficial, which is
directly followed by a certain reaction. This kind of cognition does not presuppose linguistic abilities. 35
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De l,0111i11c 37. I, ed. Cologne, XXVll.2: 284b; l)c a11i111a ll.4.7, ed. Cologne, VII. I: I 57.
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of Animals," in M. Pacheco and). Meirinhos (eds.) lntellcrt et i11/(/gi11atio11 da11s la pl,ilosopl,ic 111cdihwlc
Cfornhout: llrepols, 2006) I: 73-98 .
.1.1 Avicenn;i, Dc1111i111a (Sl,ifa') JV.1, ed. Rahman, p. 165; Van 11..iet, p. 6.
·1·1 Ordi11atio pro!. 1.1 (Opera tl,col. 1: 16); J.i.cportatio 111.2 (Opera thcol. Vl: 85-<,).
35 Lcrt11m sff11111/a prol. ,1.. 2.8 (ed. Wood and c;:iJ, I: 99-100).
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OF THE WILL, AND INTUITION

E1culty theory served many explanatory purposes in medieval philosophy. This
is particularly true f<.)r phantasms, the post-sensory images that ,;vere employed
to explain memory, dreams, sensory illusions, and also the abstraction process,
and that eventually lead to intellectual knowledge. With respect to these topics,
medieval authors moved largely in step ,vith Aristotle. They clearly departed
when discussing prophecy, however, because Aristotle did not share the belief
of many contemporaries in the possibility of divinely inspired dreams ( On
Di11it1ation in Sleep eh. 1). Several Arabic and Jewish authors give philosophical
explanations of prophetic phenomena such as visions or the working of miracles
as relying - partly or even entirely - on the extraordinary disposition of human
faculties.
Al-Farabi, for instance, followed by other philosophers such as Avicenna and
Maimonides, maintains that an extremely powerful faculty of imagination is
a necessary condition for prophetic visions. Some human beings are naturally
predisposed to receive in their faculty of imagination either particular forms
or sensory imitations of universal forms from the active intellect -. that is,
from the lowest of the celestial intelligences (On the Pc1fcct State IV.14.8-9).
Maimonides ernphasizes that the cerebral organ of imagination needs to be in
the best balance ofhumors for such reception, and that prophets are born with
such a perfect material disposition (Guide of the Pe1plcxcd II.36). Avicenna, 011
the other hand, distinguishes between different kinds of prophecy that depend
on different faculties of the soul: the imaginative faculty, will, and intellectual
intuition (hads). The extraordinary disposition of these three faculties explains,
respectively, visions, the working of miracles, and the complete knowledge of
all universal forms that are in the active intellect. Avicenna thus uses faculty
theory to develop a naturalistic explanation of prophecy. Neither the working
of miracles nor intellectual prophecy (which consists in intuiting middle terms
that automatically trigger the emanation of intelligible forms from the active
intellect) involves divine assistance. Only visions require a contact between the
imaginative faculty and the divine realm. 36 Maimonides's explanation is less
naturalistic: God bestows prophetic knowledge on whom he chooses, with the
exception that he cannot turn stupid people into prophets (ibid., 11.32).
The contention that prophecy is dependent on the disposition of certain
faculties of the soul would be criticized by Thomas Aquinas, although he does

·1'' l)c 1111i11111 (S/,if;i') IV.2 (on the imaginative faculty), IV.,1. (on dw power of the will), and V.6 (ou
mtmt1on).
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OF THE WILL, AND INTUITION

E1culty theory served many explanatory purposes in medieval philosophy. This
is particularly true f<.)r phantasms, the post-sensory images that ,;vere employed
to explain memory, dreams, sensory illusions, and also the abstraction process,
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faculties.
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from the lowest of the celestial intelligences (On the Pc1fcct State IV.14.8-9).
Maimonides ernphasizes that the cerebral organ of imagination needs to be in
the best balance ofhumors for such reception, and that prophets are born with
such a perfect material disposition (Guide of the Pe1plcxcd II.36). Avicenna, 011
the other hand, distinguishes between different kinds of prophecy that depend
on different faculties of the soul: the imaginative faculty, will, and intellectual
intuition (hads). The extraordinary disposition of these three faculties explains,
respectively, visions, the working of miracles, and the complete knowledge of
all universal forms that are in the active intellect. Avicenna thus uses faculty
theory to develop a naturalistic explanation of prophecy. Neither the working
of miracles nor intellectual prophecy (which consists in intuiting middle terms
that automatically trigger the emanation of intelligible forms from the active
intellect) involves divine assistance. Only visions require a contact between the
imaginative faculty and the divine realm. 36 Maimonides's explanation is less
naturalistic: God bestows prophetic knowledge on whom he chooses, with the
exception that he cannot turn stupid people into prophets (ibid., 11.32).
The contention that prophecy is dependent on the disposition of certain
faculties of the soul would be criticized by Thomas Aquinas, although he does

·1'' l)c 1111i11111 (S/,if;i') IV.2 (on the imaginative faculty), IV.,1. (on dw power of the will), and V.6 (ou
mtmt1on).

na,Q Nii:olatiS 1--!assc

'111c sou/'.,-.fi1rnltics

concede that a person may acquire a disposition for prophecy through repeated
inspirations, and that such a person will more easily receive further inspirations.
He also concedes that there is the phenomenon of "natural prophecy," which
occurs when the faculties of imagination and intellect arc put into contact with
the celestial bodies and angels. This kind of prophecy does presuppose a specific balance ofhumors. Nevertheless, Aquinas maintains that natural prophecy
ought to be distinguished from "divine prophecy," which is given by God and
which is entirely dependent upon the divine will and not upon any form of
preparedness. 37

who has used a vehicle to arrive in his home country can then dispense with
it. Moreover, he claims that only the acquired intellect is an intellect in the fi.111
sense, since it is fully devoid of matter, unchangeable, and immortal, because
it is not changed or influenced by the lower faculties (111.2. 19). 'The intellerllfs
adept us is the result of a conjunction between the possible intellect and the active
intellect, which is a part of the soul whose light is not always connected with
the possible intellect. This intcllcct11s adcptus is the last stage of an intellectual
ascension in this life, which results in God-like knowledge of all intelligible
forms. Only in this universal mode of knowing does a human being reach
perfect contemplative happiness (see Chapter 33). 41 In other works, Albert adds
that phantasms are indispensable for knowing physical and mathematical objects,
but are not necessary for knowing the immaterial objects of metaphysics, that
is, the separate substances.4 2
Aquinas, in contrast, denies that knowledge of the essences of immaterial
substances is possible in this life. He insists that our intellect always needs to
turn toward phantasms (conuertcre scad pha11tas111ata), not only at the beginning
of the thinking process, but also after the acquisition of knowledge. Evidence
for this is that brain damage may impede all thinking processes, and that we
are unable to conceive an intelligible form without phantasms representing
examples of it. The human intellect differs from the angelic intellect in that it is
joined to the body; its proper object, which is proportioned to its capacity, is the
quiddities that exist in matter. Separate substances can only be known indirectly
via a comparison with material substances (S1111111w thcol. 1a 84.7; Jn De a11itna
IIl.13). 43 To say that the intellect can dispense with the senses just as a travel er
can dispense with a horse upon arrival is true only of the intellect in the afterlife,
when the soul, being temporarily separated from the body, has a different mode
of knowing (Quacst. de ucritatc 18.8 ad 4). But one reason Aquinas offers for
insisting on the resurrection of the human body is that such intellectual activity
apart from the senses is foreign to the soul's nature. The human intellect, being
weaker than the angelic intellect, has complete and proper cognition only when
working with the senses (S111nnw thcol. 1a 89.1).

HOW THE SENSORY FACULTIES ASSIST
TI-IE THEORETICAL INTELLECT

Medieval authors inherited from Aristotle various statements about the relation
between the sensory and rational faculties that arc difficult to reconcile. On
the one hand, Aristotle stresses the separability of the intellect from the body
and from the rest of the soul; 38 011 the other hand, he maintains that "the
soul never thinks without an image" (phm1tasn111). 39 Avicenna holds that not all
activities of the theoretical intellect are in need of phantasms, claiming that the
sensory faculties bring to the intellect particular forms, which the intellect uses
to abstract universal concepts and to form simply constructed premises based
on empirical or transmitted data. These arc the principles for the intellect's
own activities of conception and judgmcnt, for which the lower faculties arc
not needed, unless an additional principle needs to be obtained or an image
retrieved. This happens more often at the beginning stages of intellectual life,
but seldom with experienced and strong souls. In fact, if the intellect docs
not isolate itself from the lower faculties, they tend to divert it from its proper
activity. Avicenna compares the lower faculties to a riding animal that is used
to reach a certain place and afterwards becomes a useless instrument and a
hindrance. 40
Albert the Great follows Avicenna on this issue. In his comrnentary on
Aristotle's De anima, he holds that all knowledge initially arises from the senses,
but that once the intellect has acquired complete knowledge via the external and
internal senses, it can be called the "acquired intellect" (i11tellcct11s adcptus) (see
Chapter 23) and has no further need for the sensory faculties - just as someone
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